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Abstract-This paper outlines a procedure which solves arbitrary oscillator equations with any 
experimentally determined nonlinearities. A Van der Pol equation is used to explain the procedure 
and variations for other possible oscillators. 
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INTRODUCTION 
If we make measurements in a laboratory of an oscillator with a nonlinear damping term MU’ 
and determine f(u) = bo + blu2 + byu4 + ... or f(u) = CF=‘=, b,u2n and retain only terms to 
n = 1, we have the Van der Pol equation. 
u” + au + pu + yu’u2 = g(t). 
Thus, we can consider this as a convenient approximation of a real physical problem. (The 
Duffing oscillator is modeled by U” +CXU’ + f(u) = g(t) where f(u) is modeled by an odd function 
f(u) = C:=, b,u2n+1 where again, we have retained only a first term.) The decomposition 
method [l-3] allows consideration and quantitative solution of generic models with quite general 
f(u) terms which are then accurately represented by an appropriate set of polynomials and use of 
the decomposition method. For example, f(u) = up where p is any real number is easily handled. 
Furthermore, it should be noted that we are not limited to such first-order results in curve fitting 
and can consider general cases from experimental data. 
THE VAN DER POL EQUATION. This case serves as a convenient model which we can then 
generalize as needed. The equation is 
u” + CYU + pu + yu’u2 = g(t) 
with given conditions u(0) = CO and u’(0) = cl. 
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We let L = -&,L-’ (.) = 1: It(.)&&, and for convenience g(t) = C,“=ag,tn. We can now 
write 
Lu = g(t) - Q 
0 
; u - L-lpu - L-+L’u? 
Operating on the equation with L-l, we have 
u = u(0) + tu’(0) + L-lg(t) - L-la 
0 
$ u 
-L-‘/h - L-$Lv 
= u(0) + tu’(O) + 2 aJnf2 
n=O (n + l)(n + 2) 
-L-$4 - L-l-/uW 
The first three terms are identified as ua in the decomposition of, u = c,“=, ulL, into easily 
calculated terms. The nonlinearity Nu = u’u2 is written in Adomian’s polynomials [l-31 as: 
A0 = I&U; 
Al = u’lu; + 24,uou1 
A2 = u;u; + 24uaur+ u;uf + au;u,u, 
A3 = uLu$ + 2u~uou1+ uI,uf + 2~~~16212 + 2~~~1212 + 2ubuou3 
A4 = uius + 2u~uou1+ U~U: + 2uLuou2 + 2uiu1u2 + 2uiuou3 
+ ubu: + 2uhu1u3 + 2u~uau4 
A5 = u:u; + 2ujluou1+ u$u: + 224~0~s + 2u;u,u, + 2u;uou2 
+ u:u2” + 2u~UrUs + 2u~uoW + 2ubu2us + 2u~u1u4 + 2u~uau5 
A6 = f&u: + 2uLuou1 + u&Uf + 24uau2 + 24urus + 2u~uou3 + u:uz 
+ 2uLurus + 22~~~0~4 + 2~~~221s + 2uiuru4 + 2u~uou5 
+ ubui + 2ubuZu4 + 2uburus + 2~;‘11@~s. 
The equation is 
u= uo -L-la u, - L-‘Sc u, - L-‘y c A,. 
n=O n=O 
Since the A,, are known, we can calculate the components 
U m = -L-‘au;+l - L-1&,+l - L-lyA,_l. 
The n-term sum (Pa = CE=, u,,, is a rapidly converging approximant to u and generally a few 
terms are sufficient. Thus, cpr = ua, (P~+I = (P* + u,, and lim,,, pm = u. If necessary to 
calculate A, further, we can write for this case 
A, = F 9 u,_,u,_,u:, 
n=O v=o 
or previously published general algorithms [2] which also allow calculation of f(u) = up where 
p is any real number. Thus, a variety of oscillator problems are solvable in a straightforward 
manner. Given the A,, the u, can be calculated and rearranged in ascending powers of t to 
get solutions to any required answer. Thus, we can write u = Cr=, c,P and calculate the G. 
However we can get a quick approximation as in the following example. 
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APPROXIMATION. Calculations for complicated trigonometric inputs can be made quickly to 
sufficient accuracy by the following method. U” + U’ + u + u’u2 = - sint - (sint)(cos2 t) with 
u(0) = 1 and u’(0) = 0. Approximating sint by t and cost by 1 - t2/2, we find L-lg does not 
contribute, so that ua = 1, ur = -t2/2, so cpz = 1 - t2/2 which we recognize as a two-term 
approximant of u = cost in this simple case which we can verify by showing that it satisfies the 
equations and the given conditions. Of course, one can use several terms in approximating the 
trigonometric functions to see the pattern. Decomposition provides the correct solution for the 
general case appropriate to the input excitation, the parameters, and the given conditions. 
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